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1 Introduction
In recent years, the volume of streaming media transported over IP networks has increased noticeably [1]. This is not only due to emerging bandwidth intensive video applications but also a
consequence of old services appearing over IP networks, like telephony (e.g., via Skype). Moreover, traditional telecommunication services, like circuit-switched voice, converge to be carried
over a common IP transport network. In a carrier-grade network, such applications require stringent bandwidth guarantees to fulfil their throughput and delay requirements.
In my dissertation, I focus on on-path resource reservation protocols as means to assure
bandwidth for bandwidth sensitive applications. On-path resource reservation, where per-flow
admission control is performed hop-by-hop, is an alternative to over-provisioning [1, 2, 3, 4] and
to off-path solutions, e.g., Bandwidth Brokers [5, 6]. On-path resource reservation better suits
the distributed nature of IP networks (unlike off-path solutions) and it also works during busy
hours or special occasions of very high traffic load or in scarce-resource radio networks (unlike
over-provisioning). Moreover, as high quality video on demand services are getting deployed,
bandwidth assurance may become an issue more frequently even in backbone networks.
Due to the scalability limitations of the standard Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [7],
in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) the Next-Steps in Signaling (NSIS) working
group [8] is standardising the next-generation on-path resource reservation protocols. The working group considers two variants, a stateful and a reduced-state [9] quality of service (QoS)
model. These terms reflect the implementation complexity of the protocol in interior nodes.
The stateful solution stores per-flow state information in all network nodes suiting the Integrated
Services/RSVP QoS model. On the other hand, in the newer Differentiated Services (DiffServ)
architecture [10], which defines the concept of network domain edge router and interior router,
only edge nodes are permitted to dispose of per-flow states. Interior nodes should be as simple as
possible and should, therefore, work on aggregates. Therefore, the reduced-state solution relies
on per-traffic-class aggregation in interior nodes using the DiffServ/RMD model, where RMD
stands for Resource Management in Diffserv [O1, C6].
In my dissertation I show that under normal circumstances in a high-speed network with
many flows the reduced-state mode is preferable over stateful operation. The reason is that a
reduced-state protocol is simpler, poses less processing capacity overhead on core routers and so
it is more scalable even in high-speed networks, while the achievable performance in most of the
time is similar.
However, besides normal circumstances, reservation protocols should also handle the exceptional situations of node or link failures. Markopoulou et al. [11] showed that link failures are
part of everyday operation in a big IP network. They found that on the average link failures occur
in every 30 minutes in the Sprint backbone. Failures are due to a number of causes, like optical
fibre cut and other environmental effects, router hardware/software failures, or operator errors.
Watson et al. also observed in [12] that route changes are frequent in operational networks.
The routing protocols of IP are capable of re-directing flows from their original paths to
alternative paths after failures. Although routing protocols are an integral part of a robust IP
network, they were invented when IP networks did not offer QoS. In case of re-routing, however,
QoS solutions face the problem that there may not be enough bandwidth to accommodate all re2

routed flows. That is, congestion may occur albeit the previous positive admission decision. In
fact, it has been shown by Iyer et al. [13] that most occurrences of link overloads in the Internet
are caused by re-routing after link failures despite of the heavily over-provisioned networks.
Thus quick and efficient re-route handling might be the most important aspect of a bandwidth
reservation protocol. Therefore, a major part of my dissertation focuses on re-route handling
with RMD, which did not have the necessary functionality at the time of my research effort.

2 Research Goals
Throughout my research I have performed a thorough evaluation of reduced-state reservation
protocols, and to apply the results to RMD to improve its features. During my work, an important
goal was to contribute to the standardisation of RMD with my results and solutions. Although
reduced-state protocols have clear advantages, simplicity and scalability, over stateful protocols,
there could be drawbacks or problems to be solved.
I investigated those aspects of the protocol which were not part of its original design. I was
curious how the fact that the protocol can rely only on aggregated instead of per flow information
constrains the applicability of admission control algorithms (Thesis Group 1). I also wished to
know if there are disadvantages or other advantages in the performance compared to the yet only
standardised protocol, the stateful RSVP (Thesis Group 2).
While I have found that during normal operation RMD is at least as good as its stateful
competitor RSVP, or in some cases even better, I have demonstrated the negative consequences
of re-routing and I have found that per-flow states are really useful for a fast and precise resolution
of such situation and that the existing mechanisms of RMD are not able to properly cope with
re-routing (Thesis Group 3). Therefore, my next objectives were to increase the robustness of
RMD by giving solutions to the problems occurring after re-routing (Thesis Group 4).

3 Methodology
During the analysis of the reduced-state constraint on admission control I relied on mathematical
formalisation. The primary tools of my evaluations have been, however, protocol analysis and
packet level simulations in the network simulator ns-2 [14]. For these simulations I have used
realistic voice and video traffic models. Investigated networking scenarios run from the simplest
delta network topology, which is the smallest network to show re-routing, to more complex
European and US backbone networks and some special radio access network topologies too. For
the investigations of the congestion handling time-line I have created a worst case model. For the
performance evaluations in Thesis Group 2 besides protocol analysis I also relied on architectural
observations and deductions.
3

4 New Contributions
4.1 Reduced-State Admission Control
In a reduced-state protocol interior nodes may only store aggregated information, e.g., in a per
class manner. I have, therefore, investigated how much this property narrows the set of feasible
admission control formulas in interior nodes. Finding formulas that are reduced-state compatible is important as these formulas could be implemented in reduced-state protocols, like RMD,
without requiring approximation.

THESIS GROUP 1 – Reduced-State Admission Control
After defining reduced-state admission control formulas, I have shown that such formulas build a real subset of stateful admission control formulas, and I have given
conditions when an admission control formula is reduced-state compatible. I have
concluded that even though not all but a lot of formulas can be implemented in
reduced-state mode. I have proposed a generalisation of the existing soft-state mechanism of RMD to suit the formulas covered by the sufficient condition.
In general, when a new flow request is received by an interior node, an admission control
algorithm evaluates a formula. If the formula evaluates to true, the new flow is admitted and the
information about the admitted flow is merged into the database. The scope of admission control
formulas in my investigations is limited to cases, where the formula is based on one or more of
the following information:
• The traffic descriptors of the new flow (like peak rate, average rate, activity factor)
• Stored data about the existing flows (which have been admitted previously)
• Measured aggregated data (like measured utilisation of the link, actual queue size)
• Pre-configured parameters (like link capacity, maximum utilisation threshold of the link,
and overflow probability)
Definition 1.1 (Admission Control Formula). If a system has n already admitted flows and must
decide about the admission of a new flow, then an admission control formula is defined as
¯ , p̄ , M̄ , C̄) ≤ 0
Fn (P̄
n
new
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pji ∈ R denotes the j th (j = 1..k) traffic descriptor for flow i, i.e. a flow is characterised by k
descriptors. The formula contains m ∈ N measured values (M i , i = 1..m) and l ∈ N pieces of
pre-configured parameters (C i , i = 1..l) like thresholds, limits, etc.
In the following I introduce a shorthand form for the k pieces of traffic descriptors of a flow
by introducing k long vectors:
p̄i , {p1i , p2i , . . . , pki }
A reduced-state resource reservation protocol does not allow storing per-flow information in
interior nodes. Therefore, the admission control algorithm itself must also have a reduced state
implementation. Algorithms with only a stateful implementation are not considered scalable for
high-speed networks, where an interior router needs to manage many thousands or even hundreds
of thousands of flows.
Remark 1.1. The advantage of reduced-state protocols over stateful protocols in terms of memory
size or processing capacity can be a question to discuss. Stateful formulas require a number
of variables that is a monotony increasing function of the number of flows. In reduced-state
implementations the amount of registers is independent of the amount of previously admitted
flows. The number of entries in the memory is often correlated to the processing time or capacity
required to lookup, add or delete an entry. That is, storing more states generally not only requires
bigger memory but a faster processor. An exception is when the memory entries are stored in
a hardware associative memory, in which case the processing time is constant and independent
of the number of entries. However, in this case the memory size is even more vital since such
content-addressable memories are expensive. Another exception would be if the memory was so
big that it contains a register for each possible entry. In this case, instead of lookup the memory
cell could be directly addressed. In the case of admission control flows are typically identified
by a five-tuple of the source/destination IP address, the source/destination port and the protocol
identifier. In IPv4 this would require a memory holding in worst case as many as 2(2·32+2·16+8)
registers, which is infeasible.
Definition 1.2 (Reduced-State Compatible Admission Control). An admission control formula
is reduced-state compatible requiring a constant amount of d ∈ N variables, if for any n already
admitted flows there exists a Sn : Rn×k → Rd transformation function such that a
1. G : Rd × Rk × Rm × Rl → R transformed admission control function can be found so that
¯ ), p̄ , M̄, C̄) = F (P̄
¯ , p̄ , M̄, C̄) , and a
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2. Φ : Rd × Rk → Rd admission update function can be found so that
¯ ), p̄ ) = S (P̄
¯
Φ(S (P̄
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3. Ψ : Rd × Rk → Rd release update function can be found so that
¯
Ψ(Sn+1 (P̄
n+1 ), p̄j ) = Sn (p̄1 , ..., p̄i6=j , . . . , p̄n+1 ) ∀ j = 1..(n + 1) .
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The Sn (·) functions ensure that it is possible to compress the information about any number
of flows to a constant number of variables. That is, the information from a variable length (n×k)
matrix can be reduced to a d length vector (state space).
Condition 1 of Def. 1.2 means that there exists a single function that can make the exact
same admission decisions based on a constant size vector holding aggregated information as
the different original Fn functions would make based on a variable size matrix holding per-flow
information.
Condition 2 ensures that if a flow is admitted, the system is able to incorporate the data
about the new flow into the finite number of variables. While in a stateful protocol, all the
flow parameters would be simply added to the database, in a reduced-state protocol the flow
parameters are merged into aggregated states using the same function in each step.
Condition 3 ensures that when a flow leaves the system, using the same function in each step
it is possible to derive the state that would have been calculated if the flow had never been there.

THESIS 1.1 – Real Subset [D]
I have proven that the set of reduced-state compatible admission control formulas
(as defined in Def. 1.2) is a real subset of all admission control formulas.
Example 1.1. The next formula is not reduced-state compatible:
n · max(p1 , . . . , pn ) ≤ C .
Although I could not give a condition for reduced-state compatibility that is sufficient and
necessary at the same time, I have found conditions that are either necessary or sufficient.

THESIS 1.2 – Necessary condition: arrival order independence [D]
I have shown that an admission control algorithm may be reduced-state compatible
only if it is not dependent on the arrival order of the flows.
The above condition is “only” necessary, but not sufficient. For instance, the admission
control formula of Example 1.1 is also independent of the arrival order.
By looking at Condition 2 of Def. 1.2 it can be seen that this condition resembles recursion.
Definition 1.3 (Function Series). For my work I define a function series as a series of functions,
in which the number of arguments depends on the running index, i.e., Fn (p̄1 , ..., p̄n ).
Definition 1.4 (Recursive Function Series). A function series Rn (p̄1 , ..., p̄n ) is recursive if for
any n and p̄n there exists a single f function so that

Rn (p̄1 , ..., p̄n ) = f Rn−1 (p̄1 , ..., p̄n−1 ), p̄n .

THESIS 1.3 – Recursion as the basis for reduced-state compatibility [D]

For a theoretical admission control module, which has to serve only flow arrivals
(i.e., flows never leave the system), I have shown that if the admission control formula
6

can be expressed as a function of a fixed (d ∈ N) number of independent recursive
functions (Rn ()) as follows:

1
d
Fn (p̄1 , ..., p̄n , p̄new ) = G Rn+1
(p̄1 , ..., p̄n , p̄new ), . . . ; Rn+1
(p̄1 , ..., p̄n , p̄new ) ,

then the given admission control can be implemented with constant amount of variables O(1), meaning that conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 1.2 hold.

After the arrival of a flow the value of a recursive function series is calculated from the
previous value of the function series and the new flow parameters. Nothing guarantees, however,
that leaving flows can be removed from the aggregated states since it is not certain that there
exists a reverse function which can calculate the previous value of the function (as in Condition 3
of Definition 1.2).
Finding such reverse functions is an interesting task. The following thesis, which is the
basis of an international patent application [P9], gives a sufficient condition for reduced-state
compatibility. The reverse function exists because of the commutative, associative and invertible
property of the “add” and “multiply” operators in the sum and product constructs.
As protocols are considered to be more robust if reservations cannot be stuck in the network
forever, most protocols rely on periodical refreshments of the reservations. The stored aggregated
states have to timeout in the sense that the absence of the explicit refresh of the parameters of
a flow must be equivalent to the explicit release of the flow. This is the so called “soft-state”
approach. As RMD does not have per-flow states, running a timer for each flow, like with RSVP,
is not an option. Instead, the aggregated states are periodically re-built. Previously, RMD was
expected to run only the sum of rates (see [D]/Sec. 3.2.1) admission control method, for which
Karagiannis et al. gave a soft-state implementation in [15], where flows have to refresh their
reservations in periodical R intervals. I have been able to generalise that idea to suit all formulas
covered by the template in the following thesis:

THESIS 1.4 – Sum and Product Constructs and their Soft-State Implementation [P9, D]
I have shown that if an admission control formula is constructed suiting the following template of sum and product constructs, then it is reduced-state compatible:
Template
!

X Y
X Yn
n
gd (p̄i ) , p̄new , M̄ , C̄ ≤ 0 ,
g1 (p̄i ), . . . ,
|
G
|
i=1

i=1

where d ∈ N, d < ∞ and gj : Rk → R j = 1..d.
Note that
• The templatePcontains
a constant amount (d) of sum or product constructs,
Q
denoted by ( | ).
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• Inside the sum or product constructs, each term can be a function (gi (·)) but
only the function of the descriptors of a single flow.
• The outer function (G) does not depend on the flow descriptors directly, but
only on the sum and product constructs.
I have also created an algorithm (Alg. 1.1) to implement formulas suiting this template in a soft-state manner.
Algorithm 1.1. Let us suppose that the algorithm has d sum or product constructs from which
the first s are sum constructs and the rest are product constructs, i.e.,
!
X

n
n
n
n
X
Y
Y
G
gd (p̄i ) , p̄new , M̄ , C̄ ≤ 0 .
g1 (p̄i ), . . . ,
gs (p̄i ),
gs+1 (p̄i ), . . . ,
i=1

i=1

i=1

i=1

Let us assume that last i (i = 1..d) represents the current value of the sum or product constructs. Therefore, the admission condition
at a new reservation request is the following:

G last 1 , . . . , last d ; p̄new , M̄ , C̄ ≤ 0
In each router, the R long time windows are divided to N time intervals, called cells, and the
system individually count and remembers –besides the active cell– N past cells using counters
Cij (j = 1..N, i = 1..d). The active cell’s refreshes and reservations are collected in count i
(i = 1..d).
If a reservation request is admitted, then:
for i = 1..s : { last i := last i + gi (p̄new ) ; count i := count i + gi (p̄new ) ; }
for i = (s + 1)..d : { last i := last i · gi (p̄new ) ; count i := count i · gi (p̄new ) }
When a refresh message arrives:
for i = 1..s: count i := count i + gi (p̄new )
for i = s + 1..d: count i := count i · gi (p̄new )
After each R/N long cell the states are updated by sliding the window with one cell:
for i = 1..d : {
for j = N..2 : Cij := Cij−1
Ci1 := count i
P
j
if i ≤ s { last i := N
j=1 Ci ; count i := 0 }
Q
j
else { last i := N
j=1 Ci ; count i := 1 }
}

Corollary 1.1 (Reduced state feasibility).

By showing example admission control formulas (as shown in [D]/Sec. 3.2), which
fit the template of Thesis 1.4, like the very simple sum of rates method, the HoeffdingBounds [16] method, the Heavy Traffic Approximation [17] algorithm or the Tangent at Peak [18] admission control algorithm, I can state that many existing admission control solutions are feasible in a reduced-state protocol, and furthermore, they
can also be used in combination with a soft-state protocol.
8

4.2 Performance of RMD
In the previous section I showed that in a lot of cases it is possible to use the same local admission
control algorithms in RMD with aggregated states as in RSVP with per-flow states. I have also
investigated the protocol related performance of RMD compared to RSVP when the admission
control algorithm is identical. In this case, the protocol mechanisms can be responsible for possible differences of performance metrics like notification time; signalling bandwidth overhead;
or reservation blocking ratio. The original design of RMD and its ancestor protocol (Load Control [19]) did not focus on these performance metrics, although the evaluation was important to
support standardisation.

THESIS GROUP 2 – Performance of RMD
While the reduced memory requirement and processing overhead (i.e., scalability)
are obvious advantages of reduced-state protocols, I have shown that notification
times and signalling overhead of RMD are at least as good as those of the stateful
standard protocol RSVP. Despite some differences in the reservation transient, I have
shown that when applying the same admission control algorithm, the blocking ratio
and the achievable utilisation of the two protocols are similar. Though, if neither
protocols applied explicit release, RMD would have an advantage.
By investigating these aspects I have concluded that in fault-free conditions the simpler RMD protocol provides similar or in some cases better performance than RSVP.
The first version of RMD –or Load Control as it was called at that time– did not have means
for explicit release of the reservations, it was just relying on soft-state refreshments. If explicit
release signals are not used (or simply lost), then longer soft-state timeout could lead to inefficient bandwidth usage due to the superfluous reservation of flows which already left the network.
Another cause of superfluous reservation, and so unutilised capacity, could be when a flow request is admitted on the first part of its path but refused later. In such a situation, some time will
elapse until the reservations on the first part will be released.
My first thesis deals with superfluous reservations and notification times:

THESIS 2.1 – Excess reservations and notification times [C8, O6, D]
I have proven that if E(H) denotes the expected session holding time and R denotes
the refresh interval, then the superfluous reservation of soft states with RMD is less
0.5(R+ R )
than with RSVP. More precisely, superfluous reservation is E(H)N with RMD and
0.75R
with RSVP, as an average.
E(H)
I have shown that RMD keeps superfluous reservations of refused sessions for a bit
longer period (1 RTT) than RSVP (avg. 21 RTT, max. 1 RTT).
I have also shown that in case of uni-directional traffic streams RMD notifies the
sender about successful reservation establishment in the same time as RSVP if we
neglect the hop-by-hop processing time of signalling messages. If processing time
of signalling messages is included, RMD is clearly faster. In any case, the receiver
9

is notified a round-trip time later with RSVP than with RMD. Moreover, in case of
bidirectional reservations RMD notifies both edge nodes about the success or failure
of the reservation faster than RSVP.
Example 2.1. Assuming the default N = 10 and applying the thesis to call holding times widely
used to model speech telephony (e.g., VoIP) calls, we get that with the identical default R=30 seconds refresh intervals and without explicit release signals, RMD has 18.3% average excess reservation resulting from the delayed soft-release of flows while RSVP has 25% if we assume 90 seconds mean call holding time. By assuming 120 seconds as the mean holding time, the excess
reservation for RMD decreases to 13.75% and for RSVP to 18.8%.
Remark 2.1. Note that theoretically the timeout and refresh procedure of RSVP could be modified to have a similar superfluous reservation as RMD. However, it is not so specified in the
standard documents of RSVP because longer timeouts allow tolerance against random loss of
refresh messages.
Keeping superfluous reservations a little longer could lead to inefficient bandwidth usage,
hence I have also investigated the network wide admission performance of the protocols.

THESIS 2.2 – Admission Performance [C8, C3, C6, C11, J4]
I have found and confirmed by simulation results that RMD can achieve the same
reservation blocking ratio and the same network utilisation while providing the same
bandwidth assurance for flows.
Protocol overhead can be classified to computational,
Edge node Core node
storage and signalling bandwidth overhead. Computational
RMD
O(f )
O(1)
and storage overheads are strongly correlated through the
RSVP
O(f
)
O(f
)
complexity of searching algorithms1. The memory needs
Table 1: Memory requirements
are shown in Table 1, where f means the number of flows.
In contrast to RMD, RSVP does not scale well in a high speed network with many flows.
Signalling bandwidth overhead means the bandwidth consumption of signalling messages.
As both protocols rely on per-flow signalling as well as on regular refreshments of soft states,
signalling overhead was a relevant performance metric to investigate.

THESIS 2.3 – Signalling Bandwidth Overhead [C8, C6, D]
I have found that in case of uni-directional reservation if links are not overloaded signalling bandwidth overhead of RSVP is marginally higher than that of RMD. If network load is high, resulting in refused flows, RSVP has noticeably higher signalling
overhead. In case of bidirectional sessions, RMD always produces less signalling
overhead than RSVP.
Corollary 2.1 (RMD vs. RSVP performance).
Even though RMD is much simpler than RSVP, normally, when there are no faults present in
the network, it achieves the same or even better performance.
1

See, however, Remark 1.1 on page 5
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4.3 Resource Reservation and Network Failures
IP networks have inherent support for re-routing of flows after network failures due to their
dynamic routing. Today, faster and faster re-routing solutions appear to provide highly robust
and reliable services over the Internet. A carrier-grade IP network, however, not only has to be
robust but must provide QoS guarantees at the same time. Therefore, I have investigated how
RMD and RSVP behaves and should behave during network failure transients.
The standardised RMD and many times in practice RSVP, too, applies a simple admission
control formula, the sum of rates formula. If p denotes the peak rate of a flow, a new flow is
admitted if
n
X
pi + pnew ≤ A ,
i=1

where A is the admission threshold for the link.

Definition 2.1 (Congestion, overload). If the QoS traffic volume on a link is denoted V , congestion occurs if V > A .
Although the resource reservation protocol assured congestion free delivery for flows, this assurance may be violated. Today’s routing protocols like OSPF, RIP, IS-IS and BGP, however, act
independently flows may get re-routed to paths that do not have enough free capacity to accommodate all. Therefore, resource reservation independent re-routing may cause instant congestion,
although sessions have been assured with congestion-free delivery. This congestion degrades the
performance of re-routed flows and may as well degrade the traffic that was originally admitted
to the (newly) overloaded link.
Formally, if Vafter denotes the volume of arriving QoS traffic on a link after re-routing then
the volume of overload (Voverload ) after re-routing is Voverload = Vafter − A .
A re-routing event may not only degrade the performance of ongoing flows, but newly arriving flows may as well develop congestion in spite of using admission control. When the
reservation states along the path do not immediately reflect the presence of the re-routed flows
and the re-routed flows are forwarded with the same precedence as the original flows but admission control is unaware of them, then flows newly arriving into the network may be admitted
incorrectly above the target threshold. Ultimately, if the reservation protocol is not prepared for
such a situation by some means, admission control may fail to achieve its primary goal to prevent
congestion.

THESIS GROUP 3 – Resource Reservation and Network Failures
I have derived a set of properties of the efficient handling of resource reservation
independent re-routing events by resource reservation protocols. I have shown that
although having per-flow states in these protocols is an advantage when reacting to
re-routing, none of the investigated protocols has all the properties.

THESIS 3.1 – Properties of Efficient Handling of Re-Routing [J4, D]
I have given the following list of properties that should be met when handling rerouting with resource reservation protocols in order to minimise degradation and
11

to enable operator control over the situation, like precedence of ongoing flows over
new flows or preference of emergency flows over other flows:
Property 1: In order to cease congestion, the Voverload volume of flows must be terminated. The
word “terminate” may mean any of the following:
• Do not let any more packets of the flows into the network, e.g., by filtering their
packets. This approach practically ends the corresponding flows.
• Re-map the packets of the flows to a lower priority class, e.g., to the best-effort class.
The sessions are not ended, although the previously agreed bandwidth is not guaranteed any longer in the original traffic class.
Property 2: In order to minimise the violation of service agreements, more flows should not be
terminated than it is necessary to cease congestion, and the edge nodes of terminated flows
should be informed about termination.
The flows are terminated in order to ensure the required bandwidth for the remaining flows.
If the protocol did not bring this sacrifice, all flows would experience congestion for a prolonged
time resulting in degraded end-user quality. If congestion lasts too long, the perceived quality
may not be tolerable. For example, the American National Standards Institute reports [20] that
for voice services recovery times below 200 msec do not likely have impact on the service, and
restoration times between 200 msec and 2 sec have only a minimal impact on voice applications.
If, however, the degradation is longer than 2 sec, users start to hang-up their calls. Similarly,
audio/video streaming application software usually abandon the sessions when experiencing bad
quality and cause noticeable interruption for the end user.
Property 3: In order for the total recovery time to remain below 2 sec excess flows should be
terminated as quickly as possible, preferably within a second after re-routing.
Property 4: In order to make proper admission decisions after re-routing, admission control
operation should be aware of re-routed flows.
Property 5: In order to be able to preserve re-routed flows even above the regular admission
threshold, it should be possible to define a severe congestion detection threshold Asev > A
that defines a load level below which ongoing flows are not terminated after re-routing.
Formally, instead of Def. 2.1 severe congestion should be concluded if: Vafter > Asev ,
where Asev > A. This way, the amount of overload decreases to Voverload = Vafter − Asev .
Example 3.1. Let us suppose that the operator wants to achieve that its voice traffic class, which
is normally allocated 40% of the link capacity, should be able to use up to 60% after a possible
re-routing even if its other traffic classes are degraded. If C denotes the link capacity, the operator
would set A = 0.4C and Asev = 0.6C.
Property 6: For better operator control policies should be able to select the flows to terminate
during severe congestion handling.
12

Example 3.2. Emergency voice calls may be preferred over other sessions, or the operator may
opt to select high- or low-bandwidth flows to terminate based on pricing aspects.
In Thesis Group 1 I have shown that per-flow states theoretically make a difference in the
capability of resource reservation protocols to implement different admission control algorithms.
Here I will show that the presence or absence of per-flow states in interior nodes impacts the
reactions after re-routing.
Per-flow state protocols, like RSVP, are often bound to per-flow policers, shapers and schedulers. Re-routed flows, however, are forwarded in the best-effort queue without any priority on
the new path, because in these routers they did not reserve resources and so the schedulers have
not been configured for them. Unfortunately, neither the ingress point nor the source of the flow
is informed about this change.
In case of DiffServ networks, where RMD would be used, per-flow policing, shaping and
classifying only happens at network ingress nodes. Interior nodes handle traffic classes, so called
behaviour aggregates, based on the DiffServ code-point in the packet header. As a result, rerouted flows will be treated according to their original traffic class and may receive the same
high priority on the new path without having reserved resources. The re-routed flows might, this
way, disturb the original flows in the same priority class.
In both cases, network wide admission control fails as it cannot guarantee congestion-free
delivery for flows. With RSVP, this impacts re-routed flows (since these are forwarded in the
best-effort queues on the new path), while with RMD this may impact even more flows since
re-routed flows may cause congestion on the new path involving other flows, too.
The situation after re-routing will normalise with RMD and RSVP thanks to their soft-state
protocol mechanisms. The periodic reinforcement of reservations can be used to correct the
amount of reserved resources along the new paths and to terminate any excess allocations. However, regular soft-states are inadequate for carrier-grade services as shown in the following thesis.
By utilising the per-flow state database that can be found in every node, stateful protocols
may offer a much faster and more precise solution. In case of RSVP, this enhanced method is
called local repair. By receiving a trigger signal in the router that changes its forwarding tables, a
stateful protocol can initiate the re-reservation procedure immediately, so re-routed flows do not
need to wait for the regular refresh messages to be re-admitted onto the new path. Per-flow states
make such an action feasible in two ways. First, since the re-routing node has a per-flow database
(which stores, e.g., the destination address for all flows) and the node knows which destination
addresses have been given a new next-hop, it can select the flows that need to re-reserve their
resources. Secondly, each router receiving a Resv message knows whether that particular flow
has installed a state previously. If not, admission control is performed. However, not even local
repair is perfect:

THESIS 3.2 – Solutions based on soft-state refreshes [J4]
I have shown that the reaction based on the periodical soft-state refreshes does not
fulfil all above conditions. The soft-state refreshes of RSVP do not meet Properties 2,
5 and 6. The refreshes of RMD do not fulfil Properties 4, 5 and 6. With practical
refresh periods (10–30 seconds), neither solution meets Property 3.
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The local repair feature of RSVP relying on instant refreshes is quick and fulfils
Properties 1–4, however even this solution does not achieve Properties 5 and 6.
Property 5 is not achieved by either protocol. However, I have been able to give a simple
solution to preserve ongoing flows after re-routing even above the normal admission threshold.

THESIS 3.3 – Preference of re-routed flows [J4]
In the form of Algorithm 3.1, I gave a solution to fulfil Property 5 with the softstate refreshes of both RSVP and RMD. That is after exceptional situations, like rerouting, ongoing flows can temporarily occupy more bandwidth, but during normal
operation new flows are still not admitted above the original threshold.
Algorithm 3.1.
Step 1 Ensure that reservation messages of new flows and reservation (or rather refresh) messages
for already admitted flows can be distinguished inside the network.2
Step 2 Besides the regular admission control threshold A, configure in nodes a new Asev severe
congestion threshold, where Asev > A
Step 3 For refresh messages signalling the refresh of rate p, apply the following condition (instead
of the normal admission condition):
administered reservation + p > Asev
If the condition is to true, indicate in the message for the next hops that it was refused.
Step 4 When edge nodes receive marked or refused refresh messages, release them.

4.4 Handling Re-Routing in Reduced-State Protocols
In the previous section I showed that the re-route handling capability of RMD with the built-in
mechanisms is inadequate as most conditions are not fulfilled, while RSVP offers faster solution thanks to its per-flow states. Therefore, I researched extensions to RMD to overcome the
congestion problem after re-routing. But as I have shown before, instant congestion is not the
only problem. Admission control after re-routing could also be incorrect with reduced-state protocols, like RMD, due to the outdated reservation states. Therefore, I have researched methods
to correct admission control during the transient until re-routed flows refresh their edge-to-edge
reservation states and so re-establish their reservations along their new path.
2

RMD by default distinguishes the two messages (reservation and refresh). For RSVP I propose either a separate
message type or a one bit information field in the Resv message to be used for this purpose.
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THESIS GROUP 4 – Handling Re-Routing
I have given a severe congestion handling algorithm, which quickly terminates the
precise amount of flows, it protects re-routed flows even above the admission threshold and it enables implementing policies to select which flows to terminate.
I have shown that by overriding the normal admission control operation during the
transient after a re-routing event, it is possible to reject flows that would be admitted
incorrectly by normal admission control. This is done by readjusting the admission
thresholds during these transients either by pure network load measurements or with
a smoothing technique or approximating load from the rate of refresh messages.
The combination of these solutions meets all conditions of Thesis 3.1.
An RMD core node does not have per-flow identification, therefore it cannot initiate flow
termination. However, RMD edge nodes have per-flow states, hence they can act to terminate
flows in congestion. Therefore, congestion along the communication path has to be notified to
the edge nodes.

THESIS 4.1 – Severe Congestion Handling [O1, J4, C10, C8, C2, C3]
I have i) extended the RMD mechanisms to signal severe congestion to egress nodes
in an in-band fashion and ii) I have created an algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) to resolve
severe congestion by terminating only as many flows as correspond to the severe
congestion. This way, the excess traffic above the admission threshold is terminated
as described in Property 1. Property 5 and 6 is also fulfilled.
Algorithm 4.1 (Severe Congestion Handling – see Fig. 1).
Step 1. Re-routed packets arrive at a core router.
Step 2. The core router detects and estimates the volume of the overload (V̂overload ) on the link in
S long measurement periods (S is a domain-wide constant).
Step 3. If V̂overload > 0 at the end of a measurement period, the congested core node calculates
the number of excess bytes causing congestion as Boverload = V̂overload · S.
Step 4. During the next measurement period, the congested core router marks transmitted user
data packets in order i) to identify the packets traversing through a congested node, and ii)
to inform the edge nodes about the amount of the estimated overload.
A packet can have three marking states: none, encoded, and affected. With the encoded
mark, the value of overload is encoded and signaled in an in-band fashion to the egress
nodes. The core router will mark leaving packets as encoded, so that the total size of
encoded packets is Boverload . Other packets, as long as severe congestion persists, will be
marked as affected. As a result, if a packet is received that is marked as affected or encoded,
the egress edge node knows that the corresponding flow has passed a congested node.
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Figure 1: Basic severe congestion handling mechanisms of RMD
Step 5. After having received the first marked packet, every egress node e ∈ E counts the
number of received encoded bytes Be with counting interval S, and maintains a list of
affected flows.
Step 6. When the counting interval is over, the egress node e transforms the counter back to an
overload bandwidth value as Be /S.
Step 7. If Be /S > 0, any egress router e chooses the set of flows to terminate, which are altogether responsible for generating Be /S bandwidth.
Step 8. For all flows to be terminated the egress edge sends a notification signaling message to
the corresponding ingress edge node to terminate the session.
Step 9. The flows that receive notification messages will be terminated by the ingress nodes.
Remark 4.1. Marking in Step 4 can be done either by setting two unused bits in the IP packet
header or potentially the ECN bits [21] (3 states need at least two bits to encode); or having
assigned two other DSCPs for every traffic class and changing the DSCP of the packet. Though,
in practice it is hard to find free bits in the IP header and it is also hard to allocate many DSCPs.
My algorithm can operate with two marking states as well (none and encoded). In this case,
only 1 bit or 1 extra DSCP is required, and the egress nodes are still informed about the precise
volume of overload. Though, without knowledge about affected flows, egress nodes can choose
from a smaller set of flows for termination in each round. As a result, the severe congestion
handling may be slower if the flows with encoded packets are not enough to cease congestion.
Remark 4.2. The marking procedure essentially piggybacks signalling information onto regular
user packets, so it is a good idea to ensure that marked packets are not dropped. This can be
achieved, e.g., by proper queue setup. If an encoded packet is dropped, less flows will terminate
in the given round. That is, dropped marked packets also slow down congestion handling.
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Remark 4.3. My algorithm does not influence the validity of Thesis 3.3: by using a separate
threshold for refresh messages, re-routed flows may be preserved up to a higher threshold than
to which newly arriving flows are compared. Moreover, if the interior node uses packet drop
count to detect overload, the scheduler can be set to rate-limit the traffic class to Asev instead of
A. With bandwidth measurement based overload detection, overload can be noticed above Asev .
That is, Property 5 is fulfilled.
Remark 4.4. Property 6 is fulfilled because flow selection in Step 7 may be based on arbitrary
policies, e.g.: random selection; bit-rate (e.g., lower bit-rate flows are terminated first) or administrative priorities (e.g., within the same class some flows may receive higher precedence for
higher price of service).

THESIS 4.2 – Response time of the algorithm [C2, C3, J4]
I have shown that if my Algorithm 4.1 is used without the loss of marked packets then
congestion is resolved within 3S + RTTmax time after the appearance of the first rerouted packet, where RTTmax denotes the maximal round-trip time in the domain.
Hence, by choosing S appropriately my Algorithm 4.1 fulfills Property 3.
Congestion handling is known to be a complex control theory problem [22]. Algorithm 4.1
is based on delayed feedback: marking is done in core nodes, the decisions are made at egress
nodes, and flow termination is actually done in ingress nodes. From the marking of the first
packet, the delay consists of the trip time of data packets from the congested core node to the
egress, the counting interval in the egress (S), and the trip time of the notification signaling
messages from egress to ingress (see Fig. 1). Moreover, until the overload decreases at the
congested core node, an additional trip-time from the ingress node to the core node must elapse.
Considering all the delays involved, one gets that signaling the congestion has no influence on
the overload for as long as S + RTT, where RTT is the round-trip time.
In classic control theory it is easy to demonstrate over-reactions of control algorithms due to a
delayed feedback. In Algorithm 4.1, this over-control appears as well unless further mechanisms
are introduced. It is natural to happen as the necessary number of flows are already being terminated but the core node still signals overload to the egress.Therefore, more flows than necessary
will be terminated, which appears as an undershoot in the link utilisation figures.

THESIS 4.3 – Avoiding Overreaction [C2]
By applying a finite set of memory registers in the core nodes to keep track of previously signaled overloads related to recent measurement periods I have given a
solution to estimate the not yet signaled portion of the current overload toward the
egress nodes. This is done by taking into account the delays of the control
loop. I

RTT
have shown that with the minimum number of memory cells 1 + ⌈ S ⌉ undershoot
can be eliminated.
Algorithm 4.2 (Overreaction-free Severe Congestion Handling).
Compared to the Algorithm 4.1, let us use a set of registers in the core nodes to keep track of
the signaled overload for a couple of recent measurement intervals. At the end of a measurement
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period before encoding and signaling the overload as marked packets, the actual measured overload is decreased with the sum of already signaled overloads stored in the memory, since that
overload is already being handled in the control loop.3
With the above solution, instant severe congestion can be resolved. The problem of incorrect
admission control still needs to be taken care of.

THESIS 4.4 – Override with Pure MBAC and Smooth Moving Average [J4, C3, P6]
I have extended RMD’s signaling based admission control with a measurement based
method, which temporarily overtakes control during the transients of severe congestion in order to avoid incorrect admission of flows into the network. In order to
quickly identify the situations when the measurement based admission control shall
switch on, I have used a combination of a smoothed and a fast moving average for
bandwidth measurement (see Alg. 4.3). This ignores regular traffic fluctuations but
reacts fast to sudden load shifts.
One of the grounds behind the usage of reservation based admission control instead of pure
measurement based ones is that for the signaled reservations resources can be maintained even if
no traffic is using them.
Remark 4.5. Using traditional sliding window or exponentially weighted moving averages the
measured bandwidth values can be averaged and smoothed at different timescales. Depending
on the parameter settings, however, either fast reaction is achieved, which is sensible to small
changes in the measurements; or good smoothing is achieved though for the price of slow detection of sudden bigger changes in the load.
Algorithm 4.3 ( [P6]).
1. Let us use an exponentially weighted moving average as a smooth average of the measured
parameters with weight w.
2. At each period, after a new sample is available (s), it is checked whether the sample is
significantly higher or lower than the previous average. If yes, the new measured value should
receive a higher weight (wadaptation > w, wadaptation ≈ 1) than normally, in order to quickly adapt
to the new level:
If |s − avgi−1 | significant Then
avgi = avgi−1 · (1.0 − wadaptation ) + mi ∗ wadaptation
Else
avgi = avgi−1 · (1.0 − w) + mi · w
EndIf
Significant means that the difference between the new measurement and the previous average
is higher than a relative or absolute threshold.
3

Note that edge nodes are not good candidates to implement such a memory as the core node may mark packets
of different flows as encoded in different measurement intervals. For instance, in the second round an egress node
may also be notified about a certain overload, which egress node has received no encoded packets in the first round.
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I have given alternatives that are able to remedy the problem of incorrect admission controls
based only on the RMD signalling messages, which can be used when the operator cannot or
does not want to run a parallel measurement-based admission control (MBAC) algorithm.

THESIS 4.5 – Override based on Refresh Estimation [J4, C3]
I have proposed a method to detect the presence of re-routed flows by comparing the
number of refresh massages to the period a refresh interval earlier. Furthermore, i)
I have given a greedy solution, which, after the detection, refuses all incoming flows
for a complete refresh interval; and ii) I have also given an algorithm (Alg. 4.4) that
estimates the volume of re-routed flows from the refresh messages.
The greedy solution rejects all new flows for a complete refresh interval as –in worst case–
some of the re-routed flows might just had refreshes their resources prior to the re-routing.
Algorithm 4.4 (Refresh Estimation [J4, C3]).
RMD edge nodes refresh flow reservations in periodic R interval (30 seconds by default).
RMD core nodes have a timer which expires in periodic R/N interval, where N equals to 10 by
default. This way, a complete R refresh interval is split to N smaller time interval, so called cells.
When looking at a time window of length R in the core node, each flows reservation or refresh
can be found in exactly one of the cells. Each cell is represented by a counter C i , i = 1 to N,
recording the reserved and refreshed bandwidth in the corresponding cell. At the end of each
cell, the current counter is copied to C 0 and the window steps ahead one cell so that C N contains
the data of the oldest cell.
Opposed to the original RMD mechanism, I proposed that during operation, in the currently
active cell, the refreshed bandwidth is counted separately from newly reserved bandwidth. Let
us denote its variable refcount. If ǫ denotes a tolerance factor for late or early refresh caused by
network jitter, then
if (C N + ǫ < refcount) ⇒ re-route occurred.
If at the end of a cell, the refreshed bandwidth is higher than the value a complete window
earlier, then the difference (denoted by di ) equals to the volume of re-routed traffic that refreshed
in the given cell, i.e., di = refcount − C N . Let us denote the cumulated excess traffic volume
after cell i with Ai . At the end of each cell i:
Ai ← Ai−1 + di
At the end of cell i the flows belonging to the remaining (N − i) cells have not refreshed
since the re-routing. By assuming a uniform distribution for the arrival of refresh messages over
time, their volume can be estimated by N i−i · Ai . Therefore, the total volume of re-routed traffic
can be estimated as Ai + N i−i Ai . The estimate is more and more precise cell by cell.
Corollary 4.1.
By applying the proposed solutions, all expectations have been achieved: immediate severe
congestion is quickly resolved without terminating more flows than necessary (Properties 13); incorrect admission of new flows can be prevented; it is possible to temporarily provide
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preference of previously admitted flows (Prop. 5) in case of re-routing, and edge nodes are able
to select which flows to terminate based on arbitrary policies (Prop. 6).

5 Conclusion
In my dissertation I have shown that the reduced-state property of some resource reservation protocols like RMD theoretically constrains the set of feasible admission control formulas. However, I have found that many practically relevant admission formulas are feasible to implement
in a reduced-state fashion, and I have given some necessary and some sufficient conditions to
verify if a formula is reduced-state compatible.
I have shown as an important result, that the lightweight RMD protocol performs as good as
RSVP with regard to reservation blocking, notification times (even better) and signaling overhead, while it is much simpler.
I have identified the inadequateness and incorrect operation of reduced-state admission controls in the case of severe congestion after a re-routing event. I have introduced methods to overcome these limitations. First I have given methods to regulate the excess traffic and second I have
given methods to correct admission control during the transients of reservation re-establishments.
With my proposals, a reduced state resource reservation protocol, like the RMD protocol, can
be made resilient to the negative consequences of re-routing, as it can restore QoS and to return
to correct admission control in a short notice.

6 Application of My Results
My proposed methods have been adopted in the RMD QoS model of the NSIS Signalling Layer
Protocol [O1]. The protocol is being standardised in the NSIS working group of the IETF.
My RMD related work was part of seven international patent applications. My RMD simulator
prototype has been used and developed for related work by University of Cyprus [23], University
of Twente [24] and Ericsson Research Hungary.
Even though I have created most of my results for RMD, they are applicable in a more general
scope. My investigation of Thesis Group 1 about the feasibility of admission control algorithms is
valid for any environment where per-flow states cannot be used. The severe congestion handling
algorithms described in Thesis Group 4 rely only on the facts that i) network interior routers
cannot identify individual flows, and ii) edge routers possess per-flow states, so these can manage
individual flows. These congestion handling algorithms work with any load control protocol
fulfilling these properties, i.e., with DiffServ conform protocols.
In the RMD/NSIS protocol, severe congestion handling is only one, albeit important, task. A
recently formed working group of IETF –Pre-Congestion Notification (PCN)–, however, specifically aims at this problem, which might by a good application of my results. The problem
statement draft [25] of the PCN WG writes:
“. . . While admission control will protect the QoS under normal operating conditions, an additional flow pre-emption mechanism is necessary in the times of heavy
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congestion (e.g. caused by route changes due to link or node failure).”
The description of the PCN working group is as follows 4 :
“The Congestion and Pre-Congestion Notification (PCN) working group develops
mechanisms to protect the quality-of-service of established inelastic flows within
a DiffServ domain when congestion is imminent or existing. These mechanisms
operate at the domain boundary, based on aggregated congestion and pre-congestion
information from within the domain.”
That is, the WG aims to solve the congestion phenomenon in a DiffServ environment with
an aggregation based network interior.
“The focus of the WG is on developing standards for the marking behavior of the interior nodes and the encoding and transport of the congestion information. . . , metering of congestion information at the egress, and transport of congestion information
back to the controlling ingress.”
That is, the WG considers a solution conceptually similar to my Algorithm 4.1, with encoding
and transport of overload information to egress nodes after which the egress edges try to determine the value of overload from the encoded congestion information and where this congestion
information is transported back to the ingress to make appropriate reactions.
My research work could be a basis for this working group and my given algorithms might be
part of a solution.
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